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November, 2014 

 

Friends: 

 

The smartphone is transforming society in so many ways – how we shop, how we communicate and 

how we interact with the businesses we choose to patronize.  Independent insurance agents, once the 

undisputed distribution bedrock of our industry are under siege in part because so many have yet to 

master mobile technology.  The window of opportunity to do so is still open but not for long.    

 

We developed this brief whitepaper to help independent agents better understand how to harness the 

smartphone to attract and retain more clients and, in so doing, fend off a growing list of competitors.  

We’re not agents ourselves, of course, we are mobile developers.   We are policyholders, however, and 

share a deep respect for independent agents and the services they deliver 365 days a year.   That's why 

we're building the next-generation mobile applications to take them to even greater success. 

 

We invite your comments and look forward to the opportunity to discuss your mobile technology plans 

and how we can help. 

 

Sincerely. 

 

Matt Aaron, Co-founder 

Kiki Johnson, Co-founder 
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“I want what I want when I want it."   We can complain about it, deny its existence or pretend it doesn’t 

apply to insurance agents.  The fact remains that the consumer phenomenon known as “IWWIWWIWI” 

confounds every sector of the economy and how every business, large and small, must adapt to it in some 

fashion.  The appeal of instant gratification, whether it be an impulse purchase or a split-second  response 

to a complaint or question, is powerful and pervasive.  In the insurance business, the smartphone sits at 

the epicenter of this consumer sea change and how effectively the independent agent responds may well 

determine the future of the agency system itself. 

THE SMARTPHONE RULES OF ENGAGEMENT 

The explosive growth of the smartphone is well-documented, however the rate of growth is still mind-

boggling.   According to a Pew Internet Report from June 2015, 84 percent of American adults use the 

internet, with nearly 100% penetration among young adults, those with high levels of education, and 

those in more affluent households.  

Branding Brand, the leading mobile commerce platform of top-grossing retailers, shared the results of its 

Mobile Commerce Index for August 2015 – prime back-to-school shopping season.  Smartphones and 

tablets were responsible for up to 77% of total online visits and 54% of total online revenue.   Smartphones 

alone accounted for up to 67% of total online traffic and 44% of total online sales. Smartphone purchases 

increased 29% year-over-year.   
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Some agents may dismiss these numbers because they apply to retailers, however the fact is that the 

smartphone is becoming the communications and execution device-of-choice for the majority of 

Americans.  Agents who do not embrace the smartphone fully to help retain clients and attract new ones 

will pay a heavy price in lost revenue, shrinking sales and diminishing agency value. 

 

AMERICANS ARE MOBILE! 

Every age group uses smartphones in large numbers.  According to comScore, 75 percent of Americans 

own smartphones, and Flurry Analytics estimates that they spent an average of 220 minutes per day 

using them in Q2 2015.   90% of that time is spent within mobile apps - 10% is spent browsing the web.   

Two customer groups, however, are driving more than their share of the growth in both smartphone use 

and mobile transactions:  moms and millenials. 

According to Edison Research, a 2013 study showed that moms, on average, spend over eight hours a 

day with media; 89 percent of them say they keep  their smartphone within arm’s length most of the 

time, and 42 percent say their smartphone is the first thing in their hand every morning.  The 

combination of moms driving a large majority of U.S. spending AND being highly active smartphone 

users makes them a critical target for agents.  

 

Consumers’ growing reliance on smart phones is not hard to understand –                                              

they’re portable, save time, are easy to use and put the world at one’s fingertips 

Millenials, (ages 18-34) are just as committed to their smartphones.   According to Nielsen, nearly 90 

percent owned a smartphone in Q2 2014 compared with 76 percent of 35-54 year-olds and 61 percent 

of those over-55.  In addition, 85 percent of millennials consume digital media on mobile (vs. laptops 

and desktops) compared to 80 percent of 35-54 year olds and 58 percent of those over 55.  Lastly, 21 

percent of millennials are mobile-only and perform all browsing, emailing, social networking, and news 

reading on a smartphone or tablet. 
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Consumers’ growing reliance on smartphones is not hard to understand – they’re portable, save time,  

are easy-to-use and put the world at one’s fingertips .  Consumers will almost always prefer easy instead 

of difficult and simple instead of complicated, which is why agents must provide full access to their 

services via the smartphone.   In today’s busy world consumers and business owners alike are looking to 

find, evaluate, and buy from carriers and agents who use technology to make it easyto do so. 

 

  

INSURANCE IS BECOMING DIGITALIZED 

Today, groceries can be delivered to your door via a smartphone order.  Virtual health care is also a 

reality.  Revenue from video consultations is expected to jump from less than $100 million in 2013 to 

$13.7 billion in 2018.  It is estimated that by 2018, 22 million households will use virtual care solutions, 

up from less than a million in 2013. 

Insurers are also jumping on the digital bandwagon, though lag relative to other industries, particularly 

those businesses with higher-frequency customer contact such as travel and retailing. Online purchases 

for home and car insurance in Europe have doubled in the last five years.  Insurers are adopting the use 

of telematics which use connected sensors to report on driver usage, behavior, and location to develop 

more accurate pricing.  Telematics applications for home insurance are also under development.  

According to an SMA survey 62 percent of the carriers surveyed are investing in web self-service projects 

this year and more than fifty percent are working on e-billing and e-delivery. These innovations can 

deliver value to consumers but could also diminish the role of the independent agent by creating a more 

direct, constant and immediate consumer/insurer connection.    

The industry is also poised to initiate major technological changes, according to “Evolution and 

Revolution: How Insurers Stay Relevant in a Digital Future,” a new report by The Boston Consulting 

Group and Morgan Stanley Research.   Among the conclusions:  Consumers expect digital experiences 

with insurers to become more “direct, simple, seamless, and intuitive” and expressed strong interest in 

insurers developing products that apply technology-driven capabilities and are deployed close to the 

source of their needs.  The report warns that “’digital native’” insurers (those already fully embracing 

digital technologies) are well positioned to address these consumer expectations and can operate much 

more efficiently” and thus presents “a significant threat to incumbents.”  

Agents and insurers have always relied heavily on claims services to differentiate themselves.  In the 

digital, instant gratification age, however, that strategy is seriously flawed.   

The claims event is, in the words of customer experience expert Jon Picoult, “the classic moment-of-

truth that agents should obviously work hard to make as impressive as possible.  It’s a mistake, though, 

to focus on claims to the exclusion of other parts of the policyholder lifecycle.” 

“Most clients won’t have a claim in any given year,” Picoult says.  “So an agent who counts on a great 

claims-handling experience to differentiate his or her practice is leaving a bunch of clients out in the 
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cold.  Equal emphasis needs to be placed on figuring out how to engage policyholders and how to 

demonstrate the value you provide outside of claim time. “  

The reason is simple.  Consumers hear and see countless pitches and offers on every conceivable 

communications device and from a wide range of established digital-savvy carriers such as Esurance, 

Progressive and Liberty Mutual but also from new players such as Overstock and Walmart.  Independent 

agents need to counter these messages regularly, not just at claim and renewal times. 

Agents that harness smartphone ubiquity will enable clients and prospects to access additional agency 

services through a mobile app.  Carriers may provide apps to its agents, but what happens when an 

agency represents multiple carriers?  What if an agency app channeled communications and bundled its 

carriers into a single, agency-branded app?   As we will discuss, the latter approach delivers far more 

benefit to both the agency and its clients.  

For example, Linda Rey of Rey Insurance Agency of Sleepy Hollow, NY uses her mobile app to send out 

notifications for events and office hours changes.  Her app allows clients to easily create an inventory of 

possessions, review policy details and file claims (for the carriers that offer them).  The app also allows 

for reminders to be sent to people who have not yet downloaded the app.  

“The app helps to have another medium to keep in touch with clients.” she says. “We want clients to 

know that we are accessible and so much communication is done through mobile devices. We want to 

maintain a high level of communication to maintain a higher level of relationship.” 

Jim Brandt of Orlando, FL - based Sun Insurance Services uses his mobile app differently but is no less 

enthusiastic about its value. 

“I had an epiphany in my own personal life with my grown children,” he says.  

“We were driving in our car and they were all on their smartphones and I 

asked what were they doing?   “We’re paying bills and buying tickets, just 

about everything we need is right here.  That simple incident convinced me 

that if my agency was to grow and attract new clients, we had to embrace the 

smartphone and do it quickly and in the right way.”  

Jim Brandt, Sun Insurance Services Orlando FL 

Brandt launched his app in the first quarter of this year and promoted it heavily to all his clients with a 

new landing page, blog and on social media.  The initial sign up with existing clients was low to start he 

admits, but that is changing.  With new clients, however, sign-ups top 50%. 

“We're encouraging clients to use it to create an inventory, he says.  “They like it because it gives 

them immediate access to policy details, claims history and contact names should they have a 

question.  To my mind, the app is a homerun and I can’t imagine not having it.” 

Brandt adds that they will use the app for push notifications but only sparingly.  
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“We want to make sure we don't bombard clients with too many messages. Our clients will tell us 

how much is enough.” 

 

 

 AGENTS MUST TAKE CONTROL 

Agents need to move quickly to embrace mobile technology, however they must also do it on their own 

terms. 

“Agents need to focus on meeting their customers’ preference to use smartphones.” says Ron Berg, 

Executive Director at ACT - Agents Council for Technology.  He recommends agents reach out to their 

carriers to determine what resources may be available, including training and co-op funds, but offers a 

very large caveat. 

“Carriers are developing mobile applications that support their needs which are not always the same as the 

agent,” he counsels.  “It may be tempting to just add a carrier’s mobile app to the agency website and be done 

with it.  But let’s say you’re an agent who posts mobile apps from four of six carriers.  Unless the agent places a 

policyholder’s business with one carrier, you’re forcing the consumer to add multiple apps, which is confusing 

and takes extra time.  Most damaging of all is the fact that the agent is conditioning his or her its clients to go 

directly to the company and bypass the agent altogether.”   

Agencies should provide clients a single mobile point (one app) of contact regardless of carrier and 

policy, thereby retaining primary control over the client relationship.  Clients should easily understand 

how the app benefits them and the integral role the agent plays in the relationship.  An app should also 

notify the agent whenever a client uses it so the agent can follow up when warranted. 

The Boston Consulting Group and Morgan Stanley Research survey cited above calls for the need for 

insurers to completely rethink their customer engagement model.  We agree and that goes double for 

the independent agent with respect to mobile technology.   Mobile-optimizing the agency website so it 

can be read on a smartphone is a start but is a half-measure at best.  Agents need to take control of 

their own mobile services and not depend on carriers.  The stakes are too high to do anything less, 

especially when solutions are available for those who take advantage of them.  
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MOBILE TECHNOLOGY BEST PRACTICES FOR AGENTS 

 Keep mobile app simple and practical. The user experience should be intuitive with secure sign-

in and sign-out, agency branded, with features and benefits available only on the app.  

 Mobile-optimize key elements of your agency website immediately so it can be properly viewed 

on a smartphone. Review content and layout for easy navigation (no more than two clicks) and 

readability.   

 Clean up or build your email address records. Ask for or confirm current email addess during 

every contact with clients. Email is a critical communication channel. 

 Offer one app from your agency that includes contact info to your carriers – not multiple apps 

that may or may not connect to your agency.  The goal is customer convenience. 

 Use an app that allows the client to create an inventory of belongings by category. 

 An app should facilitate easy premium payments.   

 Create a seamless one-touch experience that can access policy details and facilitate claims. 

 Make sure the app can tell the agency when a client uses it. 

 

ABOUT US 

The Insurance Agent Mobile Application is a product of Blue I, LLC headquartered in Charlotte, NC, and 

operated by a team of mobile developers who are insurance consumers and proudly use the 

independent agency system.  For more information, contact us on our website at  

https://goinsuranceagent.com, call (980) 322-7723, or email us at contact@goinsuranceagent.com 
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